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since Victoria 



since Victoria 



since Victoria 

Anchorage	M7.1	



since Victoria 

Kaktovik	M6.4	&	6.0	



since Victoria 

Purcell	Mountains	swarm	



since Victoria 

Eastern	Brooks	Range	swarm	



since Victoria 

•  rollout of permanent event identifiers 
•  import, integration of USGS 

magnitudes 
•  port Tcl/Tk code over to Qt 
•  AWS cloud backup prototype 
•  future: reimagining catalog workflow 



permanent event ids 



permanent event ids 

•  want: persistent and unique event 
identifier throughout workflow 

eventname:	019eslge3o	
	
yyy	+	encode(JJJHHMMSSss)	



permanent event ids 

•  Went live on January 1, 2019 for all 
AEC data products 
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import external magnitudes 

•  AEC only computes Ml 
•  typically utilize USGS Mww for events > 

5.5 
•  synchronize magnitudes across 

products (including authoritative 
submissions to USGS ComCat system) 



import external magnitudes 
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port Tcl/Tk to Qt 



port Tcl/Tk to Qt 

•  Many existing operational scripts rely 
on Tcl/Tk code: 
– Duty response (done using new dbevents) 
– Ml calculator (station-by-station) 
– Daily processing record-keeping 
– QC record-keeping 



AWS backup system 

the	cloud	makes	failure	cheap	and	success	expensive	



AWS backup system 



AWS backup system 



AWS backup system 



AWS backup system 



AWS backup system 



AWS system monitoring 

•  Up:	no	pings	in	last	2	minutes	
•  System:	disk	usage	>	95%,	nfs	mounts	

unavailable,	network	rate	<	1	Mbps	on	
acquisition,	export	servers	

•  Web	services:	Apache,	Varnish,	MySQL	
•  Antelope:	rtexec	process	kills,	ShakeMap	

errors	



catalog workflow 



catalog workflow 

“summary”	from	rtexec	(28	days)	

daily	“automated_yyyy_mm_dd”	

analyst	local	copy	for	review	

daily	“reviewed_yyyy_mm_dd”	

data	products	(web	catalog,	USGS	
submission,	ShakeMap)	

monthly	“catalog_yyyy_mm”	 yearly	“catalog_yyyy”	

rtsystem	



catalog workflow 

•  limitations: 
–  relies on association with summary database (28 

days) 
–  point-of-no-return for information updates 
–  ”catalog from XXX to YYY” 

•  goals: 
–  provide analysts with the most up-to-date information 

available at the time of processing 
–  allow for dataset processing from a remote location 
–  support delayed review of earthquakes 
–  retain the ability to edit all aspects of the catalog at 

future points in time 
–  provide a mechanism for querying the best possible 

information at any point in time 




